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Providing a scenic view 
 

PMC: a tour de force of tourism expertise 
We recently attend Panorama Management Conference in Palembang, hosted by 
PANR and its subsidiaries. During the event, we come to note the importance of 
tourism in Indonesia, given its contribution to Indonesia's GDP and workforce as well 
as the impact it has to Indonesia FX transactions. The current government has also 
noted the importance of tourism, noting government's target to increase tourism 
contribution to GDP to 15% in 2019, from 10% in 2015. Indonesia is also enjoying 

a demographic bonus - a situation in which the productive population exceeds the 
non-productive ones. Along with improvement in GDP, these factors should add into 
Indonesia's tourism spending. 
 
Panorama Tours to boost PANR growth   
Panorama Tours Indonesia (PTI) has just recently announced that JTB, a Japanese 
tourism agency, has acquired 40% stake at PTI for IDR491bn. Post the EGM in 
March, the brand name will be changed to Panorama JTB. The CEO of JTB Asia Pacific, 
Billy Kurosawa, mentioned that the strong growth of Indonesian tourist coming to 
Japan also helps in making Indonesian market more attractive. In 2016, there are 
271k tourist from Indonesia that went to Japan, up 32% YoY. On the flip side, the 
demand to go to Bali from Japanese continues to be strong, thus with both countries 

showing strong interest to come and visit the other, we think that the collaboration 
should benefit both JTB and PANR. Aside from that, PTI can also benefit to learn from 
JTB's products and system, and may be able to develop products dedicated to a 
more premium market, thus tapping into a new segment. Aside from the traditional 
tour agency, PANR is also developing an IT system, under a subsidiary called MG 
Group, which owns rajakamar.com. MG has also introduced a system called MG 
Friends, which use a referral structure to book rooms using their site. MG also 
touched on automation, of which they believe is inevitable. That said, the group is 
developing a more advanced technology to help in reducing the costs, limiting errors 
and increase efficiencies. They are also using a software to collect data and sees the 
trend, which should be beneficial to the more traditional tour agency business 
segment.  

 
Expanding further in the tourism area 
PANR also has a subsidiary in hospitality, PHM. PHM currently manages 13 hotels, 
and plans to manage 17 hotels by end 2017. Note that not all of the managed hotels 
are owned by the group, as PHM gets only the management fee from these hotels. 
PHM also has a number of hotel brands under their umbrella, namely the 101, the 
Haven, the BnB Hotel and PHM Collection. We believe that PANR would be able to 
harness synergy from its hospitality division with inbound and domestic movement, 
which should help in getting a competitive utilization rate among other hotel brands. 
On this occasion, we also was given the chance to see the signing of MoU between 
PANR and Prasetya Mulya University. The 2 institutions have agreed to establish a 

tourism faculty, in order to educate more about tourism as well as to prepare the 
human resources for the upcoming lift in tourism industry. The new faculty is slated 
to launch in September 2017, and we think that this is a step in the right direction 
to further foster tourism industry in Indonesia. 
 
Relatively cheap consumer stock, but with thinner margins 
All in all, we got the chance to understand the landscape of Indonesian tourism sector 
as well as PANR's position in the industry. We applaud the company for maintaining 
its stronghold in traditional way (i.e: conventional tour agents) while also venturing 
into e channels and to adapt to the changes in consumer preference and continues 
to give their consumer the complete travel experience. Looking at the stock price, 
the stock is currently trading at 16.8x annualized 2016F PE. While we understand 

that margins could be more on the thin side, we note that this is the nature of the 
business, and believes that once the industry has lift off, growth would be 
substantial. 
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Exhibit 2. PANR conference 

 
Source: BCA Sekuritas 

 

 

Exhibit 3. Panorama JTB  

 
Source: BCA Sekuritas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Exhibit 1. Financial Summary  

Year-end 31 Dec  (IDRbn) 2013A 2014A 2015A 9M15 9M16 

Revenue 1694 1956 1923 1,554 1,644 

EBITDA 183 219 159 136 166 

Net Profit 39 46 49 43 47 

BCAS/consensus (%)      

EPS (IDR) 33 38 41 37 34 

EPS Growth (%) 54.7 15.2 7.9 (39.6) (10.2) 

DPS (IDR) 29 6 4 n.a. n.a. 

PE (x) 22.7 19.7 18.3 20.3 22.1 

PB (x) 2.0 2.2 2.8 1.8 2.0 

EV/EBITDA (x) 5.2 5.8 9.3 10.8 8.9 

Dividend yield (%) 3.9 0.8 0.5 n.a. n.a. 

ROE (%) 18.2 18.8 21.8 30.2 16.9 

Net Gearing (%) 92.6 116.6 172.2 386.3 256.2 

Source: Company, BCAS estimate, *pricing as of 3 February 2017 closing price 

The conference has a number of 
speakers, with Bapak Budi 

Tirtawisata kicking it off on 
emphasizing the growing 
importance of tourism in Indonesia 

Post the acquisition by JTB, 
Panorama tours will be renamed 
into Panorama JTB and will 
harness synergies from JTB on 
Japan-Indonesia tourism 
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Exhibit 4. Signing with Prasetya Mulya  

Source: BCA Sekuritas 

Bapak Budi Tirtawisata and 3 
representatives from Prasetya 

Mulya University were seconds 
away from signing an MoU to open 
tourism faculty 
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The content of this Report is prepared based on data believed to be correct and reliable on the date of this Report. However, this Report: (i) is not intended to contain all necessary information that a prospective investor may need, 
(ii) is not and should not be considered as an investment advice in any way, and (iii) cannot be relied as a basis for making an informed investment decision. Accordingly, PT BCA Sekuritas does not guarantee the adequacy, accuracy, 
completeness, reliability or fairness of any content of this Report and  PT BCA Sekuritas, its affiliates and related companies, their directors, associates, connected parties and/or employees (including the analysts) will not be liable in 
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(including you).  
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and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this Report. The entire content of this Report is not and cannot not be construed or considered as an offer, recommendation, invitation or solicitation to enter into any 
transaction (including trading and hedging) relating to the securities, other financial instruments, and other form of investments issued or offered by the company(ies) covered in this Report.  
It is your own responsibility to: (i) independently evaluate the content of this Report, (ii) consider your own individual investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs, and (iii) consult your own professional and financial 
advisers as to the legal, business, financial, tax and other aspects before participating in any transaction in respect of the securities of company(ies) covered in this Report.  
Please note that the securities of the company(ies) covered in this Report might not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to all categories of investors. The availability of those securities and your eligibility to invest in those securities 
will be subject to, among others, the prevailing laws of the relevant jurisdiction covering those securities. Furthermore, the value and income of any of the securities covered in this Report can fall as well as rise and an investor 
(including you) may get back less than invested. Future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may be incurred. Foreign-currency denominated securities are subject to fluctuation in exchange rates that could have 
a positive or adverse effect on the value, price or income of such securities and financial instruments. Past performance is not indicative of comparable future results and no guarantee regarding future performance is provided in this 
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This Report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability 
or use would be contrary to the applicable laws or regulation of such jurisdiction. 
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